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Dart: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		When we joined Google and entered the fascinating world of web browser development
	
		more than six years ago, the web was a different place. It was clear that a new breed of
	
		web apps was emerging, but the performance of the underlying platform left much to
	
		be desired. Given our background in designing and implementing...
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The Internet GigaBook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
This book is a general-purpose guide to all things that have to do with the
Internet. It takes on a variety of subjects — how to send and receive
e-mail, chat online, conduct Internet research, use Yahoo!, shop on eBay,
enjoy music with iTunes, and create your own Web pages. Don’t look in this
book to find out how...
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Discovery Science: 7th International Conference, DS 2004, Padova, Italy, October 2-5, 2004. Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Discovery Science, DS 2004, held in Padova, Italy in October 2004.
The 20 revised long papers and the 19 revised regular papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 80 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on pattern mining,...
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Silverlight Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second EditionApress, 2010

	Silverlight Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach, Second Edition is your practical companion to developing rich, interactive web applications with Microsoft’s latest technology. This book tackles common problems and scenarios that on-the-job developers face every day by revealing code and detailed solutions. You’ll...
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Digital Shoebox: How to Organize, Find, and Share Your Photos, ThePeachpit Press, 2009

	Most people are awash in digital photos—some taken, some received—stuffed here and there in random folders and albums across a hard drive. In The Digital Shoebox, Sarah Bay Williams, creator of the image archiving system used by the Academy Awards®, shares her foolproof method for effectively organizing, finding, and...
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Programming Your Home: Automate with Arduino, Android, and Your Computer (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	Welcome to the exciting, empowering world of home automation! If you have ever wanted your home to do more than just protect you against the outside elements and want to interface it to the digital domain, this book will show you how. By demonstrating several easy-to-build projects, you will be able to take the skills you learned from this...
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CCIE Routing and Switching Exam Certification Guide (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2007
CCIE Routing and Switching Exam Certification Guide, Third Edition, is a best of breed Cisco exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the CCIE Routing and Switching written exam. Senior instructor and best-selling author Wendell Odom shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of...
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Answering Tough Interview Questions for DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Congratulations! In picking up Answering Tough Interview Questions For Dummies, you are about to embark on a journey that transforms you into the kind of high-calibre candidate who has employers fighting to hire you. Perhaps you are on the lookout for your first job or trying to return to work. Maybe you are a seasoned executive trying to climb...
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ActionScript 3.0 Game Programming UniversityQue, 2007
Gary Rosenzweig's ActionScript 3.0 Game Programming University shows you how  to use ActionScript, the programming language behind Flash CS3 Professional. The lessons teach you all the basics of ActionScript programming through game examples, but the code can be easily adapted to non-game-oriented projects, such as web training and...
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Reflections on Management: How to Manage Your Software Projects, Your Teams, Your Boss, and YourselfAddison Wesley, 2010

	 “Whether you are in a startup or Fortune 500 company; are a developer, development manager, or CEO; use agile, lean, waterfall, or other methodology–if software and quality are important to you, you should read and pay attention to Watts’s reflections.”

...
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Building Websites with DotNetNuke 5Packt Publishing, 2010

	DotNetNuke is an open source Content Management System and web application framework. It has taken the Microsoft world by storm and now at version 5, its community has grown to over 200,000 users. Revised and updated for DotNetNuke 5, this renowned book is your indispensable guide to creating content-rich websites with DotNetNuke, as quickly...
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OpenGL InsightsAK Peter, 2012

	OpenGL is not a single API anymore. OpenGL has involved into a family of APIs, with OpenGL, OpenGL ES, and WebGL being closely related siblings that enable application developers to write and deploy graphics applications on a wide variety of platforms and operating systems. OpenGL has become an ecosystem; 3D graphics is truly everywhere now....
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